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CHAPTER 3
SPHERICAL WAVE FUNCTIONS AND CERTAIN OF THEIR PROPERTIES
§1. The Helmholtz Equation in Spherical Coordinates.
Spherical Wave Functions.
The Helmholtz scalar wave equation in the system of spherical 1101
coordinates r, 0, ^ has the form of (1.6.26). 	 If we seek the par-
ticular solution in the form of the product of three functions,
u (r, 0, (P) = R (r) 8 (e) 0 (f) *- 0,	 (3 .1.1)
each of which depends only on a single coordinate, then after sub-
stitution of (3.1.1) into (1.6.26) and subsequent separation of
variables in the equation, we find that the particular solution to
equation (1.6.26) may be represented in the form of (3.1.1) if, as
the functions R,	 and (D, we take any solutions of the respective
equations:
adR	 (3.1.2)
d	 , + ( k?W r ) R= 0,
-- sin ®i	 (	 d®	 1+ 	 ® 0,	 ( 3.1.3 )
sin a	 d O	 d O	 sine O
a
in which the parameters a, u are separation constants. The values
of the separation constants are determined from the requirement of
uniqueness and continuity of the solution to (3.1.1) at any given
point of space. In particular, the function ^(^) must be periodic
with a period 2fr. Since the particular solutions to equation (3.1.4)
are the functions. son 	 then it is obvious that the region
of variation in the parameter u must be bounded by the squares of
the integers:u = m 2 , where m = 0, + 1, + 2,... Then the periodic	 /102
solutions to equation (3.1.4) will be the functions
(q)) = sin (in (p),	 (3.1. 5 )
or in complex form,
M (q)) = elmm•	 ( 3 .1 . 6 )
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If we substitute p = m 2 into equation (3.1.3)', then this latter
equation will have solutions that are restricted at the singular
points 0 = 0, 0 = Tr only under the condition that the parameter
A = n(n + 1), where the values of n are integers and n > 0. Such
solutions are the so-called Legendre adjoint functions,
	
®(0) = PM, (Cos A).	 ( 3 .1. 7 )
The properties of the Legendre adjoint functions are described in
[24, 29 5 31,34 - 36, 41]. Several of them will be given below.
When a = n(n + 1) equation (3.1.2), by substitution of
K= 
^kr U(r) , will be reduced to the normal form of the Bessel
equation. Its particular solutions will be the functions
	
R (r) .2. (kr),	 ( 3.1.8 )
where through Zn(x) we denote one of the so-called Bessel spherical
functions,
& (x) = Y W Jn+ 1/2 (4 na (x) =
2x N.+112 (x), h.('), 
("(x) 
_ ^/ 2x H°+i/22^ (x),
W	 (3.1.9)
where h(nl),(2)(x) = in (x) + in n
 (x), but Jn+ 1 12 (x) , Nn+1 12(x)5
HO)'1 ( 2 ) (x) are Bessel functions of half-integral order (the fac-n+1/2
for	 Tr/2 is added for convenience of computation) . The function
in(x) has no 'singularity at the point x = 0, whereas the function
h (n l) (x) has a band of n-th order there; at infinity it satisfies
the condition of radiation. Consequently, the partial solutions
to the Helmholtz equation (1.6.26), represented in the form of
(3.1.1) are the functions,
jn (kr) P;; (Cos, 0) sin (m q)) an d jn (kr) Pn"' (cos ®) eimm,	 ( 3 .1.10 )
hn(') (kr) P"4 (Cos 9) sin (m (P) an a kno) (kr) PT (cos ®) etmlP,	 ( 3 .1.11 >
the first of which are periodic for ^ with the period 2Tr; they are /103
restricted when 0 = 0 and 0 = Tr and regular in the region contain-
ing the origin (r = 0), and the second of which are periodic for
$ with the same period; they are restricted when 0 = 0 and 0 = Tr
and regular in the region not containing the origin and furthermore
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satisfy the condition of radiation at infinity. Functions (3.1.10),
(3.1.11) are called spherical wave functions. By virtue of the
linearity and homogeneity of equation (1.6.26), its general .solu-
tion may be represented in the form of a series,
00	 n
Y,
	
I n (AT) (aw cos m9 + b.4 sin m (p) ,F K` (cos 0)	 ( 3.1.12 )
n=0 nt=0
or in the form,
a	 n
Amnln (kr) P„ (cos 8) eh"	 ( 3 .1 .13 )
n=0 m=—n
and respectively,
ao	 n
h,") (kr) (cn,n COS m (p + dmn Sin m T) Pn (cos o)	 ( 3.1.14 )
n=0 m=—n
or in the form,
m n
V Y,
	
(kr) Pn (Cos O)ptm4,.	 ( 3 . 1.15 )
n=0 m=—n
The expansion coefficients Amn, Bmn and others depend on m and n
and are subject to determination from the boundary conditions.
§2. The Legendre Equation. The Legendre Functions.
The differential equation,
(i — z2) dy ^- %Y=  0
	
(3.2.1)
is called the Legendre equation Equation (3.1.3) is reduced to the
Legendre equation by substituting z = cos 6 when u = 0. It is
charactized by two regular singular points z = +1 and z = -1. In
the general case the argument z and the parameter a of the Legendre
equation may assume any real and complex values. The particular
solutions to equation (3.2.1) with arbitrary a are called Legendre
functions. In the particular case of real values X = n(n + 1) with
negative integral values of n, the Legendre equation allows two
linearly independent solutions ) y l =. Pn(z) and y 2 = Qn(z), which
- We make no distinctions in this book between the designations of
the Legendre functions and the adjoint Legendre functions, which
refer to the area -1 < z < 1 and to all other cases.
/104
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can be represented in the form,
P. (Z) = 2n! znFn 1 — n ' 1	 12n (nl)'	 ^^ 2 '	 2	 2 rn' zi)'	 (3.2.2)
	
n!	 1
Q. (z) = (2n + 1)I!
	
zn+t X
	
XF / n 
2 
1 , n 2 2 , n+ 2
	 1	 (3.2.3)l	 I
if we seek them in the form of a generalized power series with in-
creasing and decreasing exponents of the argument z, respectively.
Here through F we denote the hypergeometric series,
(3.2.4)
M=0 
M, M'
where (a)m = a(a + 1)...(a + m - 1), m > 1, but (a)p = 1.	 It is
easy to see than the series (3.2.2) contains only a finite number
of terms that are non-zero, regardless of the choice of values of
the argument z, which may also be complex (if n is an even number,
then the series (3.2.2) is cut off at the term of n-th power, if
n is an odd number, then the series (3.2.2) is cjt off at the n - 1
- th power). Its sum when z = 1 is equal to unity. Consequently,
the particular solution to the Legendre equation Pn(z), determined
by the series (3.2.2), is an n-th power polynomial relative to the
argument Z. The solution to equation (3.2.1) is called a Legendre
polynomial. The series (3.2.3) is infinite, converging for all
values IzI > 1 and diverging inside the interval (-1, +1) and at
its ends z = +1 (at the singular points of the equation). The func-
tion Qn (z) determined by it, the second particular solution to the
Legendre equation, is called a Legendre function of the, second
sort. Thus, the general solution to the Legendre equation in the
region where IzI > 1, can be represented by the linear combination,
Y (z) - CA (z) + CA (z),	 ( 3.2.5 )
where C 1 , C 2 are arbitrary constants.
If we know the first solution to the Legendre equation in the /105
interval (-1, +1), i.e., the Legendre polynomial Pn(z), the second
solution inside this interval which is linearly independent of Pn(z)
can be sought in the form of an integral,
P. (z)	 dx,(1
— m Pn (z)
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by computing which and denoting the result of the computation through
Qn(z), we obtain
Qn (z) = 2 Pn (z) In 1 + z — W n—^ (z)	 ( 3 .2 . 6 )
(z is real and z (-(-1, +1)), where
n-1 O
_^ 3	 (3.2.7)
5=1
but Pn(z) is the Legendre polynomial. As is obvious from (3.2.6),
the Legendre function of the second sort Qn(z), determined in (-1,
+1) by this expression, has at the ends an interval of logarithmic
singularity. The general solution to the Legendre equation inside
the interval (-1, +1) can also be represented in the form of the
linear combination (3.2.5), where just as earlier Pn(z) is the
Legendre polynomial, but Qn(z) is given by expression (3.2.6).
Let us note that if we seek the Legendre function of the sec-
ond sort outside the interval (-1, +l) in a similar manner, through
the first solution Pn(z), we then find that both for real and for
complex values of the argument z, which satisfy the condition IZI >
1, it is represented by the expression,
Q. ( Z) = 2 P,,(z) In z + y — Wn-1(Z)+ 	  3.2.8 )
which differs from (3.2.6)
by In z + 1	 It is eas
by the series (3.2.3), and
(3.2.8), agree in accuracy
only by the substitution of In 1 + z
1 - z
y to see that the function Qn(z), given
the function Qn (z), given by expression
for positive integral values of n.
From (3.2.6) and (3.2.8) it is clear that on the plane of the
complex variable z, the Legendre function of the second sort has
two branching points: z = +l and z = -1. Therefore, to find the
unique branch of this function, we must join the points z = +1,
z = -1 with the branch cut.
The Legendre polynomials Pn(z) and the functions Qn(z) of the /106
integral positive index n are particular forms of the Legendre equa-
tion with arbitrary real or complex values of the parameter X. In
the general case, the solutions to the Legendre equation are denoted
through PX (z) and QX (z) and are called Legendre functions of first
and second sort, respectively. Their explicit form is found from
equation (3.2.1) by the usual manner using generalized power series
and is written in the form,
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P z =F 
(3.2.9)
A% (z) =	
Yn r (x + 1)	 x
r ( ^ + 2 (2z)'%+i .
X F ( 2 +1, 2 -{ 2 -}- 2 ; z' )
	
( 3 . 2 .10 )
on the assumption that in (3.2.9) the values of z satisfy the in-
equality I z - 11 < 2, but in (3.2.10) they satisfy the condition
I z I > 1, Barg z < 7r, ^ ,4 -1, -2, ... Using these formulas, the
functions PX (z), Q;^ (z) are determined only in the bound part of
the complex plane z, however, they allow analytical continuation
also to a wider region of variation in the argument Z. For the
function PX (z) such ' a continuation is given by the formula,
n/2 ,
p^ (z)a ^
z 
2 sin' qp d (P+ (3.2.11)
0
where I arg (z + 1) I < 7r, but
+ Z)1/2 ..^.. x1/212,%+9 + C( i + z)1/2 + z i /2 -2k-a1J
2(1 + z)' /2
The analytical continuation of the function Q X (z) is given by the
formula,
Q,% (z) — f 	 z 
v 
1 ch2 ( ) d (p,©	 (3.2.12)
where I arg (z - 1) < fr, Re ^, > -1, but
l( 1 `F #11 + zi/2]--2R_1.G^(z)	 (1+z)t /2
The function PX (z), determined by the integral (3.2.11) satisfies /107
the Legendre equation; when z = 1, it is equal to unity and is a
regular function of the complex variable z on the entire plane z
with the branch cut along the segment of the real axis (- oo, -1).
In the region Iz - lI < 2, it is identical to the function PA (z),
determined by formula (3.2.9). From (3.2.9) and (3.2.11) it is
clear that PX (z) is an integral function of the index X.
The function Qa (z) determined by the integral (3.2.12) satis-
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Fig. 15. Integration
Boundaries T 1, T2•
fies the Legendre equation and is a regular function of the complex
variable z on the entire plane with
zhe branch cut along the real axis
from -oo to +1. When z - 1 from the
right the function Q X (z) } + oD .
Consequently it is independent of
PX (z). The values of Q X (z), given
by formulas (3.2.10) and (3.2.12),
coincide in the common region of
determination, and they are identical
there. From these same formulas it
is clear that in the half-plane Re
X > -1, the function Q X (z) is an
analytical function of the index a
(on the entire A-plane, the function
QX (z) is meromorphic with simple
poles at the points a = -1, -2, ...).
Since equation (3.2.1) does not vary its form when the para-
meter a is r  substituted in it by the parameter -a or when the argu-
ment z is substituted by the argument -z, then along with the func-
tions P X (z) and Q X (z), its solution will also be the functions
P-a-1(z), Q_X_1(z.), P a (-g)
	
Q X (-z), and
P_X_1(z) = P'% (z)±
	
QX (— z) _ — ettan Qi (z),	 ( 3 . 2 .13 )
? sin (^ re) Q), (2) = Pa (z) C T 1XX — Px (— z)
X
(in the two latter formulas it is assumed that a # -1, -2, ...; the
superscript is taken for Im z > 0, and the subscript for Im z < 0
when a branch cut exists along (-oo, 1)). In the case of integral
positive values of X = n,
Pn ( ; Z)'_	 (z), QM. (— Z) = (^ g )n+Y Qn (x)^	 ( 3 . 2 .14 ).
In applications to problems of diffraction it appears to be useful /10 8
if we represent the function P X (z) in the form of a sum of two
functions,
P) (cos 8) QV (8) -1- QX (g), z = cos 0:	 (3 .2.15)
where the functions Q^ `^  ) (0) for Re a > -1 are determined by the
integrals [125],
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QV (0) = 1 	 ('	 dt
J — 
1 2,tx+1 Vi +j2 --2t cos0 	'
with the integration boundaries shown on Figure 15.
The functions Q (1) (0) and Q (2) (0) are mutually related by
the relationships,
QV (0) =. e"" QV)  (.n -- 0), Q12) (0) = el" Q11) (n — 0).	 (3.2.16 )
From (3.2.15) and (3.2.16) it follows that
Pr ,
 (—Cos 0) = el") Px (Cos 0) — 2i sin (kn) QV ) (0),	 (3 .2 .1 7
Pr,
 ( Cos 0) = e'n ' Px (--Cos 0) — 21. sin (fin) QV ) (a -- 0).	 (3 2.18 )
Whenla sin 0I » 1 and Re a > -1, for the functions Pa (cos 0),
Q(1);(2) (0), we find the asymptotic representations:
—1 
rX 2) 94-lnA(0) °~ e l	 / V!nX sin 0 ,
	 (3.2.19 )
(X+ L 9—in/4Q12) (0) -- e `	 V2AA. sin 8 ,
	
(3.2.2 0 )
P;, (Cos 0) _ V/
	
2	 cos 7Ln^sin0	 C( + 2 ).®` 4 ] •	 (3. 2.21)
If (a I >> 1, e	 0, then
P, (cos 0) --- Jo X+ 4 0(	 2^ ]	 (3 .2.22)
If lal >> 1, but the quantity la (fr - 0) I is not too high in com-
parison with unity, then asymptotically,
Pa, (-- Cos 0) = JoL X+ 2 1 cri -- 0)	 (3.2.2 3 )
In the interval (-1, +l), the Legendre functions satisfy the in-	 /109
equalities,
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	P .^ (cos 9)I	 2	 ,j I Qa (cos 0) I	 yn	 ( 3 . 2. 2 ^+ )
	
(I	 Y7^^ sin A 	 sin  0 '
Now let us look at several properties of the Legendre poly-
nomials. Their important properties, which play a large role in
the theory of expansion of arbitrary functions into series of
Legendre polynomials, are the orthogonality and completeness of
the system of polynomials Pn(z) in the interval [-1, +11, and
(+' t	
01	 n m,
J Pn (z) P. (z) dz = 2 r n =
	
(3 .2.2 5 )
2n + 1 ,	 m.
We can show that any function f(z) that is sectionally continuous,
along with the first order derivative at each point of continuity
f(z), is expanded into a Fourier series for the Legendre polynomials,
that converge to the function f(z). When a = n(n + 1) (n is an
integer, n z 0), the Legendre equation (3.2.1) has no solutions
that are bounded at the singular points z = +1 that differ from
the Legendre polynomials.
If we assume in (3.2.2) consecutively that n = 0, 1, 2, ...,
we find
Po (a) — 1, P, (Z) = z. P2 (z) 1— (3z 2 ---1)
^2	 (3.2.26)
etc. The particular solutions to the Legendre polynomials are:
2k— 1)?!^)k
	 ..	 P2k+1(0)	 Ur	 ( 3 .2.27 )20
^ 2k 1Pak
 (0) . 0, P2kt I '(0) , . `.::.:^:?.. ( 	 }- )1!	 ( 3.2.2 8 )Al
For all values of n and z (- [-1, +11 we find the inequality,
I P. (z)) < I
If.in (3.2.26) we assume consecutively that n = 0, 1, ..., we
f ind
Qo (2) 
=21n + z
100
Q, O) = Z In 1+Z -1,
2	 1	 z	 (3.2.29)	 /110
/	 9
Q2 (2) 1 34 _ I ) 1, 1+ z_ 2 x
etc., where z (- (-1, +1). After substituting here In 1 + z with
the expression In Z + 1 , we find the formula for computing the
particular values of the functions Qn(z) in the region IzI > 1.
When z = 0 we have
Q2k (0) = 0 1 Q2kr1 (0) ^- (— I)k+1 _(2k) 11
(2k+1)1!
	
(3.2.30)
and when z = +1
Q.(+1)= +Co. Q2k	
.Q2k+1(._I)— `1=00. 	 (3 .2.31)
For the function Qn(z) determined in the region 
I z I > 1,
11mQn (4 - 0.
Iz l -- Ob
§3. Equation of the Adjoint Legendre Functions.
Adjoint Legendre Functions.
The equation,
d [(I— z2) d+
 J
[X(X+ I)- 1W
z2]
y=0
	(3.3.1)
with arbitrary values of the argument z and the parameters A, u
is called the equation of the adjoint Legendre functions [equation
(3.1.3) is reduced to (3.3.1) by substituting z = cos 0). 	 It is
characterized by two regular singular points: z = +1 and z = -1.
The particular solutions to equation (3.3.1) are called the adjoint
Legendre functions. Since, when u = 0, equation (3.3.1) converts
to the Legendre equation (3.2.1), then it is obvious that they can
be studied as a generalization of the Legendre functions P X (z) and
Q X (z). The linearly independent solutions to equation (3.3.1) are
denoted through PP (z) and Q au (z) and are called adjoint Legendre
functions of first and second sort, with the respective power of
X and of u order.
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In application we are interested in the solutions to the equa- /11'
tion in (3.3.1) which represent on the one hand the real values of
the argument z belonging to the segment [-1, +11 and on the other
hand solutions representing any complex value of z on the z-plane.
When z is real and z E (-1, +1), the adjoint Legendre func-
tions of first sort are determined for all values of a and p by
the expression,
P^ (z) =
	 1	 (1 : i- z
91/2 XF(1—µ) 1—z)
x F
	 +1,-^;-z)
2	 (3.3.2)
where F is a hypergeometric series (3.2.4). Equation (3.3.1) does
not change sign with substitution in it of a by -X -1. Therefore,
along with Pp (z) its solution will also be the function P u 1(z).
From the symmetry of the series (3.2.4) relative to the first two
parameters, it follows that
P!4-1 (Z) = n (z)•	 (3.3.3)
Equation (3.3.1) also does not change with substitution of z by
-z, by virtue of which it will be satisfied also by the functions
P P (z) which is linearly independent of (3.3.2) with non-integral
values of a + p. In this case the general solution to equation
(3.3.1) in the interval (-1, +1) will be represented by the linear
combination,
Y = CA (z) + C2P-	 (3.3.4)
where c l , c 2 are arbitrary constants. With integral values of
X + p the functions PP (z) and PP( - z) are connected by the rela-
tionship,
P^ (z) = (— 1)"+11 	 (_. z),	 ( 3.3.5 )
from which their linear dependence follows. In this case the
second solution to equation (3.3.1) Q u (z), which is independent
of P11 (z) in the interval (-1, +1) may be determined by the rela-
tionship,
Q^ Qzâ = 
ca 
1 
um R 2 sin (9^ -}- WX (3. 3.6)
X ( Pr (z) cos (A, + [A) n — P^ (— z) ),
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where n is an integral number.
The adjoint Legendre functions for real values of z E (-1, +1)
may be determined also by the expressions,	 /112
F ( — ^+µ 1—[t+
 . I; 22u	 2	 2P ` (x) = V ^c	 t	 r 2 r x
(1—z 2)µ/2 	 r
	 r 
1 + 2µ
2zF 1— — µ , i -} X i< ; 2 z2
2 
—	
r 1+2—µ r^— 2 µ	
,
r
µ	 n3/2 2µ
Q7L (z) = 0 -Z 2)9/2  X
}- )l zF ( i _` X — µ ' + X -- µ . 3ct	 .t^ 2 (	 µ
J 	l	 2	 2	 ' 2' z^X	 r 1+'%—µ r	
+µ	
—
(	 2	 (	 2 )
tg n (4+to] F— +µ 1+%—p 1 Z22	 C	 2	 2	 2' 
2r
\
i+2 µ J r( 1-2=—^
(3.3.7)
(3.3.8)
which are convenient for computation of these functions in the
vicinity of z = 0. The functions P" (z) and QP (z) for any values
of X and V satisfy, in the interval (-1, +1), the relationships:
2Q (z) sin (µn)
A Pt (z) cos (µn) — r (% + µ + 1) PT" (z)	 (3.3 .9)
r(4—µ-i-1)
P^ (-- z) = Pt (z) cos in ( k + µ)1--
- 2 Q^ (z) sin [n (,% + p)1', ®< z < 1,	 (3 .3 .10)A
Q^(
—
z)= Qt(z) Cos in0%+A--
- 2 Pk (z) sin In Q. + 01, ® < z < 1,	
(3.3 .11)
Q4--1(z) = sin In (I + Of Q^ (A—
sin In (^ — µ)1	 (3.3 .12)
a cos (%a) Cos (µn) 
P^ (z),
sin [n (A, + 01
/11:
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PT' (Z) — r(,% —µ +1) X
r(x+µ-f-1)
	
r [Pt (z) cos (µpc) — - 2 sin (µa) Qt (z)^ ,	 (3 .3 .13)
7L	 r
Qx—'(z) — r(x-µ +1) X
r(x+.µ+1)
	
X [Q^ (z) cos (pa) +2 ' Mn (µn) Pt (z)^ .	 (3 .3 .14)
From (3.3.11) it follows that for any integral values of a = n and
u = m,
Om
(3.3.15)
When z = 0, from (3.3.7) and (3.3.8) it follows that:
uP (0)	 dos 12 (^ + µ) 1
L
L J
r (
	
— µ	 (3.3.16 )
` 1+ 2
r ( 1-f-I-}-^
Q^ (0)	 -- 2µ— ' V—.n sin (X + µ) I 2LL 2	 J^1+ ^-'µ^'	 (3.3.17)
2
r	
µ
2u+ ^=	 _	 inP (0)	 S r '^	 1
L 2 (^ +A) I
( 1 +	 2	 )
j I + ), — µ	 (3 .3.18)J r 2
r r+	 +
Qt ' (0) = 21` Vi—t cos o' -} µ)l 2
,( 1 +^ --µ1	 (3.3.19)
2	 J
From these expression for the adjoint Legendre functions it is 	 /114
obvious that for arbitrary values of the parameters a and p, equa-
tion (3.3.1) has no solutions that are bounded in the entire inter-
val [-1 ' , +11. Equation (3.3.1) will possess such solutions only
for integral values of the parameters a = n and U = m, when n > 0.
In the case of integral positive values of a = n and u = m
the adjoint Legendre functions of first and second sort are given
by the expressions,
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Pn (z) = (-1)r" (1 z2) 2 d d (z) ,	 ( 3 3.2 0 )
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dm Qn 	 (3 .3.21)
dzm
in which Pn (z) and Qn(z) for integral values of n > 0 were deter-
mined in the preceding section. From the properties of the func-
tions Pn(z) and Qn (z) it follows that functions (3.3.20), (3.3.21)
are regular functions of the argument z inside the interval (-1,
+1) and the unique finite solutions to equation (3.3.1) in the
interval [-1, +11 give only the Legendre functions of first sort
Pm (z). From (3.3.20) it is obvious that when m > n,; Pm (z) T 0.
For all other values of 0 < m < n, the function Pn(z) ids a poly-
nomial relative to the z power n - m.
For integral values of a = n, u = m,
p__ () = ("" 1 )"` (n + m)1 ^n (x),
	
(3.3  .22)
Qn m (Z) = (--1)m (n + 
m)I Qn (z).	 ( 3 . 3 . 2 3 )
In the interval (-1, +1), the functions Pn (z) satisfy the recur-
rent relationships,
Pn+2(z)."^' 2z (m +1)  X^^
X Pn +e (z) + (n -- m) (n + m + 1) Pn (z) =0,
P"n+` a (z) — Pn (z) -- (2n -f - 1) VT-p Pm`-â (z) = 0.	 ( 3.3.2 4 )
(2n + 1) Z) ".n (z) — (n + m) Pn'_j (z) -- (n — m + 1) Pn+i (z)'= 0
and others which remain valid for the function Qf'L z) as well. The
particular values of the adjoint Legendre functionns  with integral
and positive indices A = n, u = m are:
0,	 (n"- m) odd (3.3.25)
n-m
P.M
n (0)	 (^ 1)2 (n + m)I .	 (n -- m) e v e n
2n (n —ml I ('!-+—M)  I
2
/115
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	0,	 (n.- m) even
pn (0) 	 2 (n + m + 1 ) 1	 (3.3.2 6 )
2 
n-- m-1 1 
	
,(n--m) odd
2 
( n+m+l)
0, ,
	(n — m) even
"
 2+'2n—M-1 ( L+--m---1Qn (0) _ (`1) 	2n-1	 .2 	 )1}  
	
(n 2 	 (3 . 3 . 2 7 )
(n--m) odd
0 1
	(n -- m) o d d
n--m---2
	 (n+M
Qn ^(0)=
	
1) "2"= 
2n-1 	 2	 !	 2	 (3.3 .28)
(n -- rn ^-1)!
(n -- m) even.
When z = ± (m ^ 0)
(3.3.29)
From (3.3.20) and (3.3.21) it follows that
P1 (Z) = (I— x2)112
(3.3.30)
P2 (z) =3z(1—z2)1i2
P2 (z) = 3 (1-- z2)
etc.,
	
Qi (z)1--zz)1/2	 1 1n .1+z	 z l
	
1 2	 ' z + 1— z2
Q21
	 (1—zx)1i2 f 3z In 1 + z + 3x'--2
	
/ L 2	 1—z
	 1--z2 	'
2 2	 3	 1+ z 3z -- -5z
	
(3.3 . 31)
In
( 	) 	 1—z
	 1 - 22 i
etc. The functions PW(z) and QM (z) are connected for any integral
values of X = n and u = m by the functional relationships,
/11
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91.," (z) = Fln-1 (z)i
Qmn-1 (z) = Qn (z) +
+ (_ 1)m Cos (n n) (n ---- m)l (m --- n --1)1 P„ (z).
For them we have the asympotit-Lu representations,
Pn (Cos 0)
	
	
2n+l (n + m)1 X
n ^2n + 011
Cos ^ ^ n	 2) ®_. 4 
.}- n2 J
2sin 0
if m is real and n >> 1, n >> m, z = cos 6,
Pn (Cos 0) — nm
	
2
Vra n sin 0 X
x Cos 
n
+ 1^0—a+ am
2 J'
QT (COs 0) nm_2
VansinO X
X Cos
C
 (n + 2 0 -} ^ + 
n29.1	 9
(3.3. 32)
(3. 3.133)
(3.3.34)
if n,m are real and positive numbers , e < 8 < ff - e and e > 0 5	 /117
n >> 1/e.
For integral values of a = n, u = m the adjoint functions Pn(z)
in the interval (-1, +1) possess the property of orthogonality, and
1 PR (z) Pk (z) dz
_l
0 1	 if n k, mil,.
2	 (n + m)!
2n +I (n — m)1'	 if n=k, m=1.	 (3.3.35)
Another important property of the adjoint Legendre funtions P m(z),
which are regular in [-!, +11, is the property of completeness of
the system {Pn(z)}n,m, which exhausts all bound solutions to equa-
tion (3.3.1) in [-1, +11. From these properties there follows the
possibility of expanding the arbitrary function in (-1, +1) into a
series of adjoint Legendre functions Pn(z).
The Wronskian of the functions PP (z) and Q" (z) for any values
of a and u is equal to
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W I P^ (z),
 Qt (z))
	
22'
= 1-Z, x
r(1+ -4- (J.4- x + R  )	 (3.3.36)
X 2	 2	 , z E(-1, + 1)
	
1+r(	 ^—µ	 1-f-^,--µ
	
``	 2 ) r
	
2	 )
In the case of complex values of the argument z and arbitrary
values of X and u the adjoint Legendre functions will be single-
valued and regular functions on the z-plane only in the presence of
a branch cut along the real axis from -onto 1. For complex values
of z, which satisfy the condition IzI < 1, the linearly independent
solutions to equation (3.3..1) are given by the expressions,
P^ (z) -	 1 — (z + 1 )µ/2 Xr(1— µ) z - 1
X F
	 1 -µ; 1 2z l ,
 III-- zI<2I,
or
	 P;,` (z) = r 
\ 2 2
u (z2 -1)_u^2 X
F 1+ -µ ; — +µ; 1 z2
2	 2	 2 )_X	
r( lr^'Y^' 1
 
r0— µ—^)2	 / ^—  2
1—X--µ	 µ —,%, 3	 `F	
2	
1— 2 ,, 2 zzl
-- 2z	
r '+ 	 r - ^' -I- µ
(	 2	 ) ^	 2 )
(3.3.37)
/11
(3.3.38)
(in the case of an integral positive a + u, one of the equations in
(3.3.38) will vanish)-and
Qt (z)  	 z -- 1 1 1 /2 r (1.+ ). + µ)r (-- µ) xtt z +.1)	 2r(I+%---µ)
	
xF(--
 X, I+X; I+µ; 1—z! +	 (3.3.39)2 1
+	 PH, I+,%;
	 l2 (^ + 1 )	 2
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11 - z I < 2, or
tuns (X+u)	 g
Q^ (2) \e	 r2 2µ (z2 1)W2 x
x + 2
	
2_^ X
(y+
	
2 )
__.. • 2 ,, ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ 21^
XP (
	
2	
'	 2	 2'z^+
	
1-9-^ µ X
T' (	
2
x 2F (
	
21 
)
1.
$
ImzcO, IzJ<1,
(3.3.40)
where through P"(z) and Q j (z) we denote, just as before, the adjoint /1.19
Legendre functions of first and second sort, respectively.
If z = x + i6, where x is real and x E (-1, +1), e > 0, and if
we set
P(x±i0)=limP(x±ie),
6.0
then the relationships
^lµn/2	 µ/2
XPt(x±i0)= e	 1+xI' 0 µ) (1--x
XF	 1+X;	 µ; 
2 
x1
I
Pt (x) a 1µn/2 pt (x —10) erµn/Zpr (x + 10),
C'" Qt (x ± i 0) = ettun12 1(9 (x) + i2 Pt (x)
J
are valid.
In the case of the integral values X = n and u = m,
Pn (x ± i 0) = 1:,mpn (x),
(V (x + i 0) = i fm IQ. (x) -F- 1	 P"` (x)^ .
(3.3.41)
(3.3.42)
(3.3 .43)
(3.3 .44)
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m m
QT (z) _ (z2 1) 2 d Q. (z)
dzm
(3.3.47)
For complex values of z, satisfying the condition jzj > 1, the
linearly independent solutions to equation (3.3.1) for any values
of a and ware determined by the expressions:
'Pr (z) =
	
1	
t 
z+ 1 `µ/2 X
1,(1—µ) z— 1
1—z1	 (3.3.45)
2 ) '
where arg z + 1 = 0, if z is real and greater than 1, and
Q Viz)_ Yn r (i + X + p) e`An • (zz _ 1)a/2 X
2x+l r X + 
3)	
z`	
i
t	 Z	 + (3.3.46)
XF(	 ^" 1. X+11;•	
2	
1
7) *
/120In the case of integral positive values of a = n, P = m, the
adjoint Legendre functions for I I > 1 are determined by the equa-
tions,
m m
PT (z) = (zz —1) 2 d Pn (?)dz"'
where Pn (z) and Qn(z) are the Legendre functions determined for
IzI > 1 in the preceding section. The functions Pn(z) and Qn(z)
satisfy the functional relationships in (3.3.32) and the recurrent
relationships in (3.3.24) in which 1 - z 2 should be substituted by
Z2 - 1 (IzI > 1).	 The equations,
Pn m (z) 	 (n — m)1 Pm (z),(n+m)1	 (3.3.48)
Q. m (z) = (n — m)l Qn (z)(n + m)1
are valid for them as are (3.3.30) and (3.3.31) if in these latter
equations we substitute In l + z by In z + 1 and 1 - z 2 by z 2 - 1
OzI > 1).
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For large values of z (Izj - co) and arbitrary values of l
and p we find the following asymptotic representations,
r (
i
+
 2) (2z)A'
Pt (z)	 (3 .3 .4 9 )
r (i+x—µ) r
(
1
 1
2
ernµ r
 ( 2 ) r o+i% +µ)Qt (z)
	
	 9	 (3 . 3 . 5 0 )
r (i + 3) (2z)k+'
which, for the integral positive values a = n, u = m, assume the
form,
	
pm (z)	 (2n — 1)11 z"
(n---m)l
	
'	
(3.3.51)
	
Qn (z)	 (n + m)1
	
(2n + 1)11 z"+x	 (3.3.5 2 )
The Wronskian of the functions P^(z) and QP(z) (z is complex) is
equal to
W ( P^ (z)+ Q'A' (z)) =
erµn 2 2t r( i+ X -+- µ 1 I` ( 1+ 7+ µ l
t	 2 J l_ 2	 J
(1 — z2) r (1-}- — µ \ r 	 (3.3.5 3 )
2 1	 2
In conclusion, let us mention that for a complex values of z, the
relationships
Qt (z) = e2rµn F (1 + % -i- µ) QA µ
 (z),
r(i+%---µ)
Pt (z) = e tµn	 X
n cos (,%n)
X [Q^ (z) sin [n ( X`+ µ)1 — Q
—``
^—^ (z) sin in (X µ)1]
PTµ(z) = r( i + —µ) X
r(i-+-J%+µ)
X `pt (z) 2 errµ,, sin (µn) Qt (z) 1
C	 n	 J
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Pt (— Z) = e ^ i^ P^ (z) _ 2 e—tine sin [n (k + µ)] Qk (z),
Q (_ Z) = — etlXrt Qt (z)9
Imz^O.
are valid.
For z F [-1, +11,
Pn A< (n 
m) l f 
m >
nl 
	
1.
(3.3.54)
(3.3.55)
g4.	 Spherical Functions.
If we seek the particular solution to the Helmholtz equation
(1.6.26) by the method of separation of variables on the assumption
that X = n, u = m, where n and m are integral positive numbers n
0, m ? 0), and if it is sought on a sphere of a given radius, then /122
it is obvious that such a solution, written in the most general form,
will be the functions,
V (A, ^) _ [c1 cos m qp + ca sin m 4p] x
X [cgPn` (cos 0) + c4Q, (cos e)].
In order that it b?-- restricted to the surface of the sphere, includ-
ing its poles 8 = 0, e = fr, we must assume here c4 = 0, as a result
of which, such a solution representing the given n and m can be de-
scribed by the formula,
Vn (0, T) = anmAnn (COS e) cos m 9) +
+ 6,,,„ Pn (cos 0) sin m 4p,	 (3.4.1)
where a, b are arbitrary constants dependent on n and m. The func-
tions in (3.4.1) which depend only on the angular variables 8 and
are called spherical functions (spherical harmonics). As is obvious
from (3.4.1) they represent a linear combination of the functions,
P;; (cos 0) $°ri (m P)	 (3.4.2)
(m < n), called the tesseral spherical functions of n-th power of
m-th order. The functions
Pn (cos 0) 
Cori (n cp)
	
(3.4.3)
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are called sectorial spherical functions, and the functions Pn (cose)
are called zonal spherical functions.
We can show that for each n there only 2n + 1 independent tes-
seral spherical functions (3.4.2), by summation of which over m we
obtain the function,
n
	
V. (0, (P)	 ( an,n cos m (P t .bn n stn m (p) P,,(COS 0),
112=0 	  3 . 4 .4 )
called the surface spherical function of n-th power. In the case
of an integral value of m, also assuming negative values, the sur-
face spherical function (3.4.4) may be written in the complex form,
n
V. (0, gyp ) =	 A"F (cos ®) el".
m^—n
	
(3.4.5)
The spherical functions (3.4.2), (3.4.3) form on the surface of the /123
of the sphere a complete orthogonal system of functions, and for
them,
2:t n
( S, cos m cp cos k (p PT (cos 0) Pn (Cos 9) sin 0 d 9'd q
d 2n n
= S I sin mcpsink(pPn (cos O)Pn(cos0)sin0dOd(p=
0 0
2n	 (n + m)!
	
_	 Smk ,	 m, k ^ 0,2n + 1 . (n -- m).
where Smk is the Kronecker symbol. On the basis of these properties
of the functions in (3.4.5) any function f(e, ^), which is continu-
ous along with the derivatives up to second order of magnitude in-
clusively, may be expanded into an absolutely and uniformly converg-
ing series for the surface spherical functions (3.4•.5),
n
f (0,4) I I AmnPn (cos 6) elms,
rt=0 m=—n
the coefficients of which are determined by the formula
Amn 
120 
(2n + 1) (n -- m)! X
4a (n -!- m)!
2n n
X S S f (0, (p) PT (cos 0) e`tm"P sin 0 d 0 d cp.
00
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In the case if expansion of the function f(0, ^) is written in the
form,
e^
f (0i T) =	 [anoPn (cos 0) +
n
+ , 
(anm cos m q) + b,.. sin m (p) P^ (cos 0)]
fn=Q
the coefficients of the series may be computed from the formulas:
a+a __ 
2n-i-1 2" "
4n	 f (09 
(P) P„ (cos 0) sin 0 d 0 d gyp,
2n +1 n — m)1
anm --
	 X
2n	 (n:+ tPt)l
2n a
X j f f (0 , (P) Pn' (cos 0) cos m qi sin 0 d 0 d q,+
0 0
2n -1-1 (n — m)1
bnm = 
22t	
(n 
+ m)1 
jC
2n n
X .f f f (0, (P) PT (cos 0) sin m ro sin 0 d 0 d op.
00
/124
The whole series of useful formulas for the spherical functions
may be obtained from results of the group theory of representing
the rotation of a three-dimensional space (sphere) in which the so-
called generalized spherical functions of n-th order of magnitude
occur lm (^, 8, 0 (in the future it is assumed that k, m = =n; n
0 and is an integral number), determined by the formula (see, for
example, [24, 25, 27]),
Tnkm( ®+ q)) = e tk^+ Pnm (0) a l.^%	 (3.4.6 )
P. 0) _ ( 
n 1)n-k lm—k (n _ k)l (n + m)1 I /2
where	 (	 2 (n —k)l t(n+k)!(n—m)1} X
_ m—k
	
_ m+k
X(1-`µ)
	
2 (1-w µ)	 2 X
do—m
X dµn—m [(1_µ/_k(1+µ)n+kj+ µ= COS 0	 (3 4.7)
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(here ^, 6, ^ are the Euler angles, Figure 16; 8 is the angle be-
tween the axes Oz and OC of the fixed Oxyz and the movable OEn^ sys-
	
tems of coordinates;	 is the angle between the axis O^ and the
straight line L, along which the planes
z	 Oxy and OEn intersect; ^ is the angle
7	 between the axis Ox and the straight
line L, figured in the directions shown
0	 on the figure,by the arrows). The
	
/125
functions P& M are proportional to
0	 y	 the adjoint Legendre functions Pn(cos6),
since
Fig. 16. Euler Angles.
	
POm (0) - Pe `m (0) l—rn V (n —th)` / n	 ® .(n	 " Cos
	
(	 ,	 (3.4.8)
In turn, the generalized spherical functions (3.4.6) are proportional
to the spherical . functions (3.4.2), since on the basis of (3.4.6)
and (3.4.8),
Tom'* 0, ^) = 
Mme—tmm 
=
i-rn 
On — MY  
M(COS 0) e7l'".
Here we find the relationships,
n
Y, IPkm (8)l2=1,	 (3.4.9)
m=—n
where m, k = -n, ..., n. The particular values of the function
Pnm (6) are
	
0,	 k =^L m,	 0-0,  A = a,
Pk.m (0) °	 1,	 k = m,.	 0 =0, (3.4.10)
(-1)", k- -m,  0 = a.
From the relationship,
pk,m, (0) Pk":M, (0) =
n,+n,
(n^n2kak2 In, kA + k2) (n,n2mjm2I n,
n=jnj—nsl	 ( 3.4.11 )
MI + m2) AOk,+k,. m,+►n, (®^
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using (3.4.8) we obtain formulas for expansion of the product of
two adjoint Legendre functions according to the same functions of
the previous argument:
nj+n,
Pn' (COS 0) Pn' (COS 0) as	 ana^m,n,m,)P
n'+m' (COS ^)
nffiInt—n,l
	
(3.4.12 )
ni+n,
pn , (COS 0) pn: (COS 9) = bnn,m in,m,)Pn t—m, (COS 0),I l	 (3.4.13)
n= 1 ni—n,j
where we have set2
/126
annimin,m,) = ( -1 mJ1(n2 + m2)l (n — m, — m2)1 112 X
(n, -- m, )l (n2 — m2)1(n + m, + m2)1
X (nin200 1 n0) (nln2mim2l n, m, + m2),	 (3.4.14 )
bn(n'n''n'n'') —
= (-1)m, ((nl -F- m,) l (n2 + mx)1(n — m, + m2)l 1/2
( (n, m,)1(n2 
— m2)1(n + Mj 
— m2)!) X
X (n,n2001 n0) (n,n2m,, — m2l n, `m, — m2).	 (3.4.15 )
The symbols (nln2mlm21n, m l + m2) here denote the so-called Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients which are often encountered in problems of
quantum mechanics (see, for example, [24 - 27]). For them we are
familiar with two different forms of their explicit expression. In
particular, they are represented in the form,
(!bn2mim2ln , m, + m2) =
(n2 + n— n,)1 (n + n, —n2)l X(n+ nt +ns-f-1)1
X (n, + n2 -- n)l (n, — ml) 1 (n, + m,)1 X
X (A2 + nt2)l (n2 — nl2)1 (n T m, + m2) (n — m, — m2)1) '/2 X
X	 (- 1 [z! (n, + n2 - n — z)1 (z -1, n -- n,— m2)1 X
z
X (n2+ M2 — Z)1 X
x (z + n — n2 + m,)l (n, — in, — z)1 ]- 1
(3.4.16)
where summation is carried out over z, which covers all non-negative
integral numbers no less than m 2 +n 2 -n, n 2 -n-ml, and no greater than
L For computation of an and bn we can use [190]; see also the
Appendix.
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n l +n 2 -n, n2+m 2 , n l -m l . Therefore, the number of terms in (3.4.16)
exceeds by one the least of the nine sums n 2 -m 2 , n l +ml, n2 -nl+n,
n+ml+m 2i n-ml-m 2 , nl+n-n2, nl+n2-n, n 2 +m 2 , n l -m l . Formula (3.4.16), /1271
when m l = m 2
 = 0, is simplified and assumes the form,
(nin200 I n0)
n{t/2	 `2)t(-1)	 1	 l (1	 1	 X
2	
nI /
1 1 2 — 
n2
	
_n)
	
) ' (_2 	
!
X ((2n + 1 Kl —2n1)! (l -- 2n2)! (l 
—2n)I 1/2
if Z is even
d,	 if Z is odd, l =n +ni+n2.
(3.4.17)
The generalized spherical functions (3.4.6) are connected by
the relationship,
T km ('YI+ A1, (Pt) =
n	 (3 .4.18)
I l ks (P21 02, (P2) 1 sm(IPar 09, q)3),
s=—n
representing the addition formula for the generalized spherical
functions and containing as the particuler cases the addition formu-
las for the spherical functions (3.4.2) and for the Legendre poly-
nomials Pn(cos 6). Thus, after substituting k = 0 into (3.4.18)
and using formula (3.4.8), we find.
Pn (COS A ) e tmrot = im	 (n + m)! X
i	 V (n -- m)I
n
X
	
	 7's. m (ts, As, (Ps) t—s X
s=—n
X n / (n — s)I A (COS 02) etsro2
^/ (n(n + s)!s)
or	 Pn (COS Al) Wm' s' 	 ^^(n + m)! XIn — m)I
n
X ^ r—s. —m (V3 r 08 > QDs) t X
s^—n
(3.4.19)
(3.4.20)	 /128
X	 (n + s)1 P' 	 AZ) et'^'
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on the basis of which we have
Pn,(COS 81 ) COS m (P1 -=
n	 (3.4.21)
- 1	 m	 ea, qpa) Pn (COS 02) e ras'',
s=—n
Pn (cOS9;)sinMTj
n	 (3.4.22)
Lam (^s , ea , 99) PR (COS 92) eraro.
s=—n
and	 n
Pn (COS e1) 
= I Lsn (*a, ea, 4Ps) Pn (COS 02) er'm',
s=—n
X
0-2 (n -1- m)! (n — S)1 1/2
where	
m 2	 (n — m)l . (n + s)! }
x (r—S. —m +
Lem = t"
`
-a-( (n+ m)1 (n — s)1 (/2
2 {(n- -- :m)1 ' (n —+ s) l ) x
(3.4.23)
X (7'%t s. _.m --- r_" m),
sl	 (3.4.24)L
	
(-1)a (n—n + 
S)I Psn (COS e8) ers'Do
ad where it is assumed that the Euler angles are mutually related
y the formulas,
COs ®, = COS 02 COS 89 — Sin 02 Sin 61 cos ((P2 + 'Pe),
ettro^-^>> = [sin 08 COS 02 + COS 08 Sin 02 X
X cos ((Pa -f- $Da). + 1 sin 02 sin (T2 + OVA/sin %;
ettro,-m.+^- :D/x 	 COS -da COS 02 e1tm:+P, >/2
	(3 .4. 2 5 )2	 2
-'-Sin2 Sin . 2^ e'-'(,P,+9+s)/2 I/ COS 2
(^ varies from 0 to 27r, 6 varies from 0 to ff and ^ varies from -2n
to 2u). Formula (3.4.23) represents the ordinary addition theorem
for the Legendre polynomial. It can be given the form,
/1
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Pn (cos 61) = P„ (cos 6.) Pd (cos 6A) +
+I (-1)s (r^--s^, x
S=1	 (n + s)1	 ( 3.4.2 6 )
X P' 	 62)1 n (cos 0 3 ) cos s (Pz + Va)-
§5.	 Certain Properties of Spherical Bessel Functions.
The properties of the spherical Bessel functions in (x), nm(x),
hy' ) (2) (x), determined in §1 of this chapter, are established on
the basis of the properties of the ordinary Bessel functions JX(x),
Nx(x) and H (I) , ( 2 (x) through which they are expressed using the
formulas in (3.1.9). Thus, for example, the expansion of the func-
tions in(x) and nn(x) into a series in the vicinity of the singular
point x = 0 are obtained directly from (2.2.), (2.2.3) using (2.2.13)
 )
and the relationships r(a+l) = ar M, f, 2 = ^, ) (I + 2 = ir(2kyr(%) 211-1.
For the function in(x) the expansion has the form,`
In (x) '= 2nx" 00
M__0	
(–' 1) n (n + m)l x2nt
10	 A ml (2n +2m }- fl)!
	
( 3. 5.1)
and for the function nn(x),
nn
 (x} =	 1	 ^^ (2n --2m)l xamZnxn+1 
m-0 ml (n — m)1	 ( 
3.5.2 )
From (3.5.1) it is clear that in (x) is an integral function of the
argument x, whereas the function nn(x) at the point x = 0 has a
terminal of n + 1-th order. From expansions (3.5.1), (3.5.2) we
obtain approximate formulas expressing the values of the functions
in(x), nn(x) for small values of their argument:
2"nl in	 - (2n)1
i.	 X-0
 (2n^{-fl)I	 x;02"nl x"+1	 ( 3 .5 .3)
/130on the basis of which we have
hnl),(2) (x)^ +	 i (2n)1.
X^ 0'	 2"nl xi+1	 ( 3.5.4 )
From the asymptotic formulas for the ordinary Bessel functions we
find that when n >> 1 and n >> x,
1„ (x)= ( 2nnl + )1 , ^,^,^) .c2^ (z) T--+ 2 (2n)+1'	 ( 3.5.5 )
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and when x -} co ,
hrtil.(7) (x), (+ ir", eftx/x,
(3 .5.6)
jn (•x)—'
 z 
Cos x— n 21 n 1
/	 (3.5.7 )
nn (x)- sin x — n 2.
1
 nl
//
	 (3.5.8)
The spherical Bessel functions satisfy a series of recurrent rela-
tionships, for example,
	
x x _ 
2nn +11 
zn (x) -- Z.-I (A	 (3. 5.9)
X
zn (x)	 2n + 1 nxn-i (x) _' (n ..i.. 1) xntl (x)	 (3 . 5 .10 )
where through zn(x) we denote one of the functions in(x), nn(x) or
h( l ),( 2 ) ( x).
Proceeding from the common theory of integral representations
of the solutions to ordinary differential equations (see, for ex-
ample, [141), we may establish that the spherical Bessel functions
can be represented by the integrals:
_ 1
^n ( ► ) = l2" S, eilvx Pn (x) dx =
rt
2
S etkr^oaeP
"(cos ®) sin 8 d 8. (3.5.11)„
	
41 (kr)	 i-" (' etkrzP.,, W dx
lob
n
2_
	
i-
n 1 
eikr^ose Pn (Cos H) sin A d 6,
	
(3 . 5 .12)	 /131
0
to
	
h,(2) (kr)	 ewxPn (x) dx =
ri
	
etkm030Pn (Cos 9) sift 6 d 8.
	 (3. 5.13)
2 —J im2
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